IT’S YOUR TIME
TO GET
ORGANIZED!
Are you ready to make a decision, take action, and stay focused?
Are you ready to say 'It's my time'? Here are the simple steps to take back control of your
office:
1. Take a sheet of paper and draw a 2" circle in the middle. Write the words 'My Organized
Office' in the middle of the circle.
2. Look around your office and identify the major areas that need organizing. These may be
your desk, the floor, your file cabinet, your bookcase, etc.
3. Draw a 3" line out from the circle for each major area. If the above areas are of concern
for you then you'd have a line or branch for each one and title them: Desk, floor, file
cabinet, bookcase (and others you've identified).
4. Be creative and have fun! Use colored markers, draw pictures, use stickers, etc.
5. Create sub branches off of each main branch. For your desk you might have these sub
branches: Top of desk, middle drawer, under desk. For your file cabinet you might have
drawer 1, drawer 2.
6. Now it's time to make a decision! What sub branch do you want to do first? Maybe you
want to do the easiest thing to have a quick success story or it may be you want to
tackle the hardest thing to have a huge success story. The decision is up to you. Circle
that area and put a #1 by it.
7. Finish prioritizing the rest of the office by deciding what's your second action, third
action, etc.
8. OK, you've just made a decision by deciding where you're going to start. Now you're
going to take action. Make an appointment in your calendar to organize that area and
then get the supplies you need. On that date/time make it happen and organize your first
priority.
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9. While you're organizing it is very tempting to check your e-mail, send a quick letter, etc.
STOP! Stay focused and just get that area organized. Use the 'Elizabeth Circle'. Draw an
imaginary circle around your feet. You may not leave the Elizabeth Circle until you are
done organizing that area. Stay focused and get it done.
10.When you're done with your first priority schedule your appointment for your second
priority and so on. Step
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